Get the Walkadoo Smart Step Pebble®+ Device for $10 ($55 value). This Deal Includes a Free Lifetime Membership to the Walkadoo Community.

Walkadoo by MeYou Health* is a fun new way to improve your health, brought to you by Blue365. This innovative walking program uses a wireless Walkadoo Smart Step Pebble+ Device** to track your steps and send you individualized daily walking goals.

**Personalized Goals**
Walkadoo sends you daily step goals, delivered via email or SMS, that are customized based on your walking habits. These goals are realistically attainable and make it easy to incorporate more activity into your life.

**Social Support**
Community is at the heart of Walkadoo’s online platform. It’s easy to stay motivated with Walkadoo’s daily discussion features (Walkie Talkies), competitions (Derbies), and awards (Stamps).

**Wearable Technology**
Your fitness tracking device blends in seamlessly with your lifestyle. Discreetly clip your waterproof Walkadoo Smart Step Pebble+ Device to your shoe, belt, or pocket.

- The Pebble+ is an all-day activity tracker that motivates people to be active anytime, anywhere. It has all the functionality of the award-winning Pebble, plus it now syncs with select smartphones.
- It is capable of syncing with a smartphone or a FitLinxx SyncPoint, and works for individuals of all activity levels and preferences, from beginners to more active users.
- Syncs activity data through your mobile device and our FitConnect mobile application
- Automatic offload of activity data via a mobile device or a computer that is effortless for the end user
- Improved battery performance
- Easy tap detection (tap 5 times) for LEDs lights to display progress towards your daily goal

**Walkadoo Membership Includes:**
- Walkadoo Smart Step Pebble+ Device
- Personal USB SyncPoint for easy wireless syncing
- Extra battery
- 12-month defect warranty protection